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About This Game

The ambient first-person horror game is based on a true story about the ordinary rounds turning into a nightmare beyond human
perception. The tragic fate brings you, a simple night guard, to an abandoned school. Plunge into a horrifying and gruesome
story, face the unknown, and get to the bottom of the secret that this spectre of the long-gone Soviet era has in store. It takes

cunning and smart actions to complete your quest. Even the scariest monster may turn out not to be a fanger in the dark.

- The real events based story.
- Psychological horror without "screamers".

- Interactive environment.
- Original soundtrack of a bygone era.

- Interesting puzzles.
- Unpredictable finale.
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Title: Uventa
Genre: Indie
Developer:
BlackRat
Publisher:
BlackRat
Release Date: 24 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows / 7 / 8 / 10 - 64 bits *

Processor: Intel Core i3-530

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or AMD Radeon R9370

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

English,Russian
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Nicely done. Not much content, but the little there is (for about 1-3 hours) is flawless and charming.. Only played for about 30
minutes but already had a lots of these:

WTF!? (looks at puzzle in bewilderment)
Well DUH! This is going to be easy muhahah!(starts implementing genius-level plan to solve puzzle)
O_O
(realizes that puzzle has been renderd unsolvable one step before victory)
NOOOOOO!

Great fun, especially for only one Euro!. Waste of money, couldn't even get my cursor to show.. Yes i love this game, cant wait
untill single player story mode. units look awsome. graphics is wonderful.
japanese and chinese used realistic weapons of their time.
still some balance to go. but all and all its a wonderful experience.
recommending every one to try it.
. Creative
+Decent Length
+Plays on Anxieties

-Pricey
-Plays on Anxieties
-Controls sometimes wonky

3/5

Fun little VR Experience, Would definitely rate higher if it didn't cost so much, or if it were a longer experience.. This game is
so good but i want all the bugs to be fixed and the game to work better because it really doesnt work very well...
i really want this game to work better because its very addicting to play with biology and AI.. The game is fun, but the character
creation/modding is too confusing to understand.. The awkward controls in this game, because of the inverted aiming, make
playing this hard. Also, as there are no options and the music is incredibly minimal, it makes for a frustrating, but pretty alright
puzzle game. I have an i7 and an HD 7970 and the game drop to 2 frames\/sec. in less than 30 seconds of gameplay.

Requesting refund.. 10 Pierres out of 10!
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This game made me not read subs for about 2.5 hours, that's not bad but i've had better longer peroids of not reading the subs.
Therefore, this game is somewhat mediocre but not completely♥♥♥♥♥

Graphics were fine, audio was fine, most of it was fine. It's rperty fine.

Really wanted to see the horror i had caused at the end of the game, just so could gloat in the horrors i decided too to too to.

Don't buy this game if you are triggered by triggers. This was a trigger simulator.. Is this game worth the price tag? Well, that
depends on if you enjoy very casual mind boggler games that can be enjoyed without worrying about time limits, scores, or
thousands of angry zombie mobs, lol. In my opinion, this is the type of game I'd LOVE to see more of, but to get more games
like this, they need more demand.

Here's my first impressions and review video that I did as a "First Play on Launch Day":
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sljPCTwvQdo

I'd give this game a "strong 8 out of 10" score, especialy you like puzzle mind benders or/and if you enjoy MC Eschers fantastic
art.. The game its fun to play but it have alot of bugs. Good things first... visually gorgeous, and the music and sound design are
excellent. Great voice acting as well -- really top-notch.

The bad... there were a couple of bugs, but they ended up being irritating rather that game-breaking. And if you ever need to
contact their tech support... well, let's say I wouldn't get my hopes up. :-)

Still, really good game overall.. Game is dead. It's got heaps of potential, but still rough, unfinished and lacking content. No
updates in forever!
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